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Jean D. Walker, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Andi Markriss hasn t exactly enjoyed being the houseguest of the planetary high-lord, but her
company sent her to represent them at a political wedding. When hotshot Sectors Special Forces
Captain Tom Deverane barges in on the night of the biggest social event of the summer, Andi isn t
about to offend her high-ranking host on Deverane s say-so-no matter how sexy he is, or how much
he believes they need to leave now. Deverane was thinking about how to spend his retirement bonus
when HQ assigned him one last mission: rescue a civilian woman stranded on a planet on the verge
of civil war. Someone has pulled some serious strings to get her plucked out of the hot zone.
Deverane s never met anyone so hard-headed-or so appealing. Suddenly his mission to protect this
one woman has become more than just mere orders. That mission proves more dangerous than he
expected when rebel fighters attack the village and raze it to the ground. Deverane escapes with
Andi, and on their hazardous journey through the wilderness, Andi finds herself fighting her
uncomfortable attraction to the...
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These types of publication is the greatest publication available. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Lenna  B ea tty III--  Pr of . Lenna  B ea tty III

An incredibly awesome ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom You may like how the article writer compose
this ebook.
-- Mr . Cha dd B a shir ia n V-- Mr . Cha dd B a shir ia n V
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